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September 2013 – What’s Ando On? Haydenshapes sat down with Craig Anderson in a candid 
interview to talk about his quiver, his surfing and reliving some of those epic waves from one of 
years most anticipated films in surf, ‘Slow Dance’.  
 
Premiering globally last month to rave reviews, Slow Dance is a film project by Quiksilver starring Craig 
Anderson, directed/ edited by Dane Reynolds. Other collaborators on the film include Beren Hall 
(Producer) and Dustin Miller (filmer). The crafts beneath Craig’s feet? Well that’s where Hayden Cox  
and Haydenshapes Surfboards came in…. and what a quiver it was.  
 
 
ANDO’S QUIVER  
 
 
Hypto Krypto FutureFlex - 5'4 x 19 1/2 x 2 3/8 
 Psychedelic Germ FutureFlex - 5'6 x 18 3/4 x 2 3/16   
The Ando - 5'9 x 18 1/2 x 2 3/16  The Merlot - 5'5 x 19 x 2 ¼ 
 Cannon - 6'6 x 19 1/4 x 2 7/8 (Red Tint)   
Cannon - 5'10 x 19 3/4 x 2 3/4 (Black Tint) 
 
 
The interview delivers a first hand account of what goes into Craig’s board selection specific to the 
conditions, his favourite sessions from the film and a bit of insight behind how he controls his hardware 
in the water… A clip for serious surfboard enthusiasts and Ando fans.  
 
 
ABOUT HAYDENDSHAPES 
The essence of Haydenshapes Surfboards centers around science and innovation with a youthful 
injection of art and culture. Founded by Hayden Cox (creator of FutureFlex technology), Haydenshapes 
Surfboards are a leading brand from Australia, sold globally in over 72 countries known from their 
progressive design and top selling model ‘Hypto Krypto’.  
 

A special thanks to Craig Anderson, Quiksilver, Marine Layer Productions and Joe Duggan. 
 

EMBED: <iframe src="//player.vimeo.com/video/73957244?autoplay=1&amp;api=1" width="400" height="300" frameborder="0" 
webkitallowfullscreen mozallowfullscreen allowfullscreen></iframe> 
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SLOW DANCE… WHAT’S ANDO ON? 
Filmed / Edited, by Justin Arana 


